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Abstract. A Mars non-stop dust sample return project has been going on in a Marsexploration mission at Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency. In the project, sampling of Martian dust particles is planned between 35 and 45 km, and thus, the
survivability of micron-size particles during traveling through a hot-temperature shock is crucial. In this work, the dust particle
heating was investigated from macroscopic and microscopic viewpoints. Drag and heat transfer coefficients calculated by the
direct simulation Monte Carlo method were found to agree well with Koshmarov and Svirshevskii and free-molecule models
at both altitudes, and particle heating estimations calculated by these models were validated.
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INTRODUCTION

At Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), the Mars Exploration with Lander-Orbiter Synergy (MELOS)
mission has come under review together with a lot of planetary scientific groups all over Japan. As one of the
MELOS projects, a non-stop Mars sample return project, named Mars Aero-flyby Sample Collection (MASC) [1, 2],
has been planned in our group. In order to improve the feasibility of this project, investigation of the effect of a
hot-temperature shock to micron-size dust particles is crucial [3, 4]. In our previous work [5], the Martian dust
distributions were examined [6], and it was found that thereare a plenty of micron size dust particles between 30
and 50 km altitude depending on the weather condition, wherethe dust sampling is planned for the MASC project.
The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) [7] flow field calculations were
performed for a sphere-cone shape spacecraft [8] entry in the Martian atmosphere at 35 and 45 km altitudes. For
the estimation of the Martian dust heating when dust particles travel through the hot-temperature shock, particle
motion, heat transfer, and thermal decomposition were simulated. In the high-temperature rarefied, low-Reynolds
number conditions from subsonic to supersonic, three macroscopic heat transfer models, the modified Kavanau [9],
Koshmarov and Svirshevskii (K-S) [10], and free-molecule (F-M) [11] models, were compared. It was found that the
difference between K-S and F-M models was small in the dust sample conditions, and these models predicted the
higher particle temperature in the stagnation region than the modified Kavanau model. However, in the downstream
region, the modified Kavanau model predicted higher particle temperature than the other two models. The maximum
particle temperature was approximately 740 K and 525 K at 35 and 45 km, respectively, using the K-S or F-M model.
In this work, in order to verify the accuracy of the macroscopic models, the drag coefficientCD [12, 13] and the heat
transfer coefficientCh of macroscopic models in the dust particle simulations werecompared with the microscopic
DSMC results.

DRAG AND HEAT TRANSFER IN DSMC

In order to investigate the influence of a hot-temperature shock on the micron-size dust particles, Mars atmosphere
entry flow fields and the shock structures need to be obtained at descent altitudes for the dust sampling, and thus in this
work, 2D-axisymmetric CFD and DSMC computations have been performed at 35 and 45 km altitudes. Free stream
conditions, such as the total number density, temperature,speed and mole fractions of each species, at 35 and 45 km
for the Mars entry are listed in Table 1. As shown in the table,the number density at 45 km is considerably lower
than the 35 km case, and the continuum assumption may not be applicable for the hypersonic bow-shock flows at this
altitude due to the breakdown effect. Therefore, the DSMC particle simulations have been carried out for the 45 km
case instead of the continuum method while 2D axisymmetric CFD calculations have been performed at 35 km. The
details of the CFD modeling can be found in Ref. [14] and [5]. At JAXA, a new DSMC code, named modeling of



transitional-ionized flows (MOTIF), has been developed, and this code has been used for the flow field calculations
at 45 km and the microscopic drag and heat transfer calculations. 8 species (N, O, C, N2, O2, NO, CO, CO2) were
considered for the Mars entry calculations. Note that the details of the DSMC code can be found in Ref. [5] and [15].

TABLE 1. Mars entry conditions

Altitude 35 km 45 km

n∞, m−3 5.8452×1021 1.6×1021

T∞, K 171 152.67
v∞, km/s 4.194 5.0
CO2 0.967 0.971
N2 0.027 0.027
Ar 0.016 0.0
O2 0.0 0.0017
CO 0.0 0.0007

For the investigation of drag and heat transfer coefficientsin the flow regime specified in Fig. 2, the results obtained
by the macroscopic models are compared with microscopic DSMC results. In DSMC, the drag force and heat transfer
are calculated microscopically as follows. The drag forceFD is calculated from the summation of particle momentum
transfer as

FD = ∑
p

[

(mvpre
x,p −mvpost

x,p )Fnum,p
]

/∆t, (1)

wherem andvx,p are the molecular mass and the velocity component in thex-direction, respectively. Note that the
free stream direction is set to thex-direction.Fnum,p is the number of real molecules represented by a single DSMC
molecule. The superscripts, pre and post, denote the pre-collisional and post-collisional properties. The heat transfer
rateq is calculated from the summation of particle energy transfer as

q = ∑
p

[
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]
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whereEcol,p is the particle collisional energy. The particle information was accumulated over the sampling time steps
and theFD andq are the average value over the sampling time to reduce the statistical noise. The non-dimensional
drag and heat transfer coefficients are calculated as follows.
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whereρ∞ andU∞ are the free stream density and speed, respectively.rd anddd are the radius and diameter of a dust
particle. The overallCD andCh are calculated in DSMC and compared with the macroscopic models.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Investigations of Drag and Heat Transfer Coefficients at 35 km

Particle motion, heat transfer, and thermal decompositionof a micron-size Martian dust were simulated using the
three macroscopic models, Kavanau, K-S and F-M models, in the Mars entry flow field at 35 km. The heating of dust
particles in the stagnation region is presented in Fig. 3 as afunction of time in the Mars atmosphere entry flow field at
35 km. The accommodation coefficient of the dust particle surface is set to unity for the calculations in Fig. 3. Based on
the Martian dust size distributions, the most plausible particle size to be sampled is between 1 and 2µm. Thus, 1µm-,
2 µm-size dust particles are investigated, and in case that thelarger particle is sampled, a 10µm-size dust particle is
also compared. Inside a shock, particle temperature gradually increases, and the increase rate is higher for the smaller
particle. Temperatures of 1, 2, and 10µm-size dust particles reach at approximately 660, 450 and 250 K, respectively,
using the modified Kavanau model when the particles are captured on the body. The difference between the K-S and
F-M models is small, and using these models the maximum temperatures for 1, 2, and 10µm-size dust particles are
roughly 740, 500 and 260 K, respectively. The temperature increase is the maximum in the stagnation region, and



the temperature change is smaller when the particle trajectory goes farther away from the axisymmetric line as is
shown in Fig. 4. For trajectories (1)-(3), the initialr coordinate is 0, 30 and 50 cm, respectively. Note that although
the modified Kavanau model predicts the lowest particle temperature for trajectory (1), the difference is small among
three models for trajectory (2) and the modified Kavanau model predicts the highest particle temperature for trajectory
(3). This is because the K-S model is more sensitive to the change of the Reynolds numberRe. Since the decrease of
Re is more significant from the stagnation to the downstream region than the Mach number, the relation among three
models was also changed dramatically from the stagnation todownstream. The decrease of the Nusselt numberNu is
more prominent in the K-S and F-M models from the stagnation to the downstream, the heating prediction of these
two models became lower than the Kavanau model for trajectory (3) in contrast to the higher heating prediction in the
stagnation region.

In order to investigate the reliability of macroscopic models, the drag and heat transfer coefficients were compared
with the microscopic DSMC computations for the rarefied supersonic flow regime. Along the trajectories (1) and
(3), two typical flow conditions (one is away from the body anda lower density and another is near the body and
a higher density) were chosen, and 2D-axisymmetric DSMC calculations were performed. The selected coordinates
and the flow conditions are listed in Table 2. The relative velocity, temperature, and total number density as well as
mole fractions of each species are obtained for the DSMC calculations. For cases (1) and (2) on the trajectory (1), the
Knudsen numberKn is lower than 5 and the Mach numberM is approximately 4 because of the low flow velocity
in the stagnation region. For cases (3) and (4) on the trajectory (3), Kn is higher than 10 andM is approximately
2. By simulating flows around a sphere,CD andCh on the sphere were calculated for each flow condition. A dust
radius of 1µm for the sphere and the accommodation coefficient of 1.0 wereused for the DSMC drag and heat
transfer computations. First of all, it is noteworthy thatCD obtained by the DSMC calculations agrees well with the
macroscopic results for all of the flow conditions. Secondly, the DSMC heat transfer coefficients agrees well with the
K-S and F-M models for cases (1) and (2). While the discrepancybetween the Kavanau model and the DSMC is not
large for case (1), it is increased for case (2). These results accord with the particle temperature prediction for trajectory
(1) shown in Fig. 3. For cases (3) and (4), because theKn is so high that theCh(DSMC) agrees with the F-M model
the best and the K-S model predicts slightly lower than the DSMC. The Kavanau model predicts considerably higher
Ch than the other three results, and thus, the Kavanau model predicts the highest particle temperature for trajectory
(3). Furthermore, the effect of gas mixture in the DSMC calculations is found to be so small that the macroscopic
calculations using the CO2 properties are able to predict the particle heat transfer well. In summary, since the DSMC
results are basically between the K-S and F-M models and these models predict similar particle temperature, these two
models are more reliable than the Kavanau model at 35 km.

TABLE 2. Drag and heat transfer coefficients at 35 km

Parameter Case(1) Case(2) Case(3) Case(4)

t, s 4.01×10−6 6.01×10−6 2.00×10−5 6.00×10−5

x, m -1.20×10−2 -4.14×10−3 4.41×10−1 5.82×10−1

M 3.92 4.24 2.15 2.20
Re 0.55 0.72 8.52×10−2 4.82×10−2

ρ, kg/m3 8.42×10−3 9.83×10−3 1.99×10−3 1.11×10−3

vR, m/s 3839.5 3887.6 1495.24 1954.2
Td , K 410 632 264 411
Kn(L=2 µm) 3.1 2.69 13.26 23.7
CD(Macro) 2.32 2.32 2.87 2.77
CD(DSMC) 2.34 2.34 2.85 2.85
Ch(Kavanau) 0.42 0.36 1.12 0.93
Ch(K-S) 0.43 0.39 0.86 0.77
Ch(F-M) 0.45 0.41 0.91 0.81
Ch(DSMC) 0.44 0.40 0.91 0.82

Investigations of Drag and Heat Transfer Coefficients at 45 km

Similar to 35 km, dust particle motion, heat transfer, and thermal decomposition were simulated in the Mars entry
flow field at 45 km. A rarefaction effect can be more important at this altitude than 35 km, and in the same way as
the 35 km case, three heat transfer models were compared and discussed. At this altitude,M based on the relative



velocity is between 3 and 4 inside the shock.CD is approximately 2.3 inside the shock, andCD is only slightly higher
for a 1-µm particle than that for a 2-µm particle. In Fig. 5, temperature increases of dust particles along the stagnation
line are compared among the modified Kavanau, K-S (α = 1.0) and F-M (α = 1.0) models for 1, 2, and 10µm-size
dust particles. Inside the shock, the dust particle temperature gradually increases, and the heating rate is higher for
the smaller particle. Using the modified Kavanau model, temperatures of the 1, 2 and 10µm-size particles reach at
approximately 456, 328 and 192 K, respectively, when the particles are captured on the body. Using the K-S model
with α = 1.0, these temperatures are approximately 526, 372 and 208 K, and the difference between the K-S and F-M
models is small. The difference between the Kavanau and K-S models is comparatively large, which is 70 K at most,
and it is less than 10 K between the K-S and F-M models. These temperatures are lower than the 35 km case because
of the lower density and lower heat transfer rate. In fact, compared to the case of 35 km, the maximum temperature for
a 1µm dust particle predicted by these models is decreased by roughly 200 K. Note that the particle simulations were
also carried out in the downstream region, and similar features to the 35 km case were obtained. The K-S and F-M
models predict a higher heating rate than the modified Kavanau model in the stagnation region, and as a dust particle
goes downstream, the heating rate is decreased especially using the K-S and F-M models, and finally these two models
predict lower particle temperature than the Kavanau model.This phenomenon is due to the lower sensitivity of the
Kavanau model to the variance ofRe.

Drag and heat transfer coefficients were compared with the microscopic DSMC results for the rarefied supersonic
flow condition at 45 km, and the reliability of three macroscopic models was investigated in the stagnation region.
Along the trajectory (1), three typical flow conditions werechosen and the selected coordinates and the flow conditions
are listed in Table 3. TheKn, M andRe significantly change during traveling through the shock along the trajectory,
and thus, the prediction of macroscopic models may be influenced by the flow condition transition. For case (1), the
flow is in a supersonic, rarefied flow regime, whereKn is higher than 10,Re is lower than 0.1, andM is approximately
3.6. For case (2),Kn is lower than 10, andM and Re are roughly 4.8 and 0.22, respectively. Case (3) is near the
body, andKn is considerably decreased, which is around 2.2.M andRe are approximately 8 and 1.7, respectively.
For each condition, 2D-axisymmetric DSMC computations were carried out to simulate flows over a 1µm radius
sphere to calculate the CD and Ch. To start with, it is worth noting that good agreement on CD is obtained between
the macroscopic and DSMC results for all the cases. For case (1), with respect to Ch, good agreement is also found
between the macroscopic and DSMC results, although the K-S model predicts a slightly lower value. For case (2), the
Ch obtained by the DSMC agrees well with both of the K-S and F-M models. However, the Kavanau model predicts
the lowest Ch. For case (3), similar feature to case (2) is observed. Nevertheless, the discrepancy between the Kavanau
model and other results is increased. All in all, it is found that the DSMC results agree well with the K-S and F-M
models, and the Kavanau model predicts the lower heat transfer rate. This corresponds to the particle temperature
results in Fig. 5.

TABLE 3. Drag and heat transfer coefficients at
45 km

Parameter Case (1) Case (2) Case (3)

t, s 4.22×10−6 6.02×10−6 6.92×10−6

x, m -0.014 -0.005 −6.2×10−4

M 3.58 4.75 8.06
Re 0.085 0.22 1.697
vR, m/s 4768.3 4931.73 4926.98
Kn(L=2 µm) 14.8 8.94 2.23
CD(Macro) 2.339 2.231 2.130
CD(DSMC) 2.329 2.252 2.08
Ch(Kavanau) 0.50 0.34 0.173
Ch(K-S) 0.46 0.36 0.26
Ch(F-M) 0.51 0.39 0.27
Ch(DSMC) 0.50 0.38 0.26

CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of capturing micron-size Martian dust particles for a Mars non-stop dust sample return project has
been investigated in this work. The effect of a hot-temperature shock to micron-size dust particles was estimated
by simulating particle motion, heat transfer, and thermal decomposition. Moreover, the heat transfer rates were
examined by comparing between three macroscopic models andmicroscopic calculations. CFD and DSMC flow field



calculations were performed for a spacecraft entry in the Martian atmosphere at 35 and 45 km altitudes, and in the
flow fields, three macroscopic heat transfer models, the modified Kavanau, K-S, and F-M models, were compared
for the estimation of Martian dust heating when dust particles travel through the hot-temperature shock. It was found
that the discrepancy between K-S and F-M models is small in the dust sample conditions, and these two models
predict higher particle temperature in the stagnation region than the modified Kavanau model. On the contrary, in the
downstream region, the modified Kavanau model predicts higher particle temperature since this model is less sensitive
to the variance ofRe compared to the other two models. The maximum dust particle temperature at 35 km is observed
in the stagnation region and is approximately 740 K using theK-S and F-M models for a 1µm particle. At 45 km,
the maximumTd is only 530 K even in the stagnation region. Furthermore, thereliability of macroscopic models in
the rarefied, lowRe, supersonic to hypersonic flow regime were discussed by being compared with the microscopic
DSMC calculations. To sum up the major characteristics, themacroscopic drag coefficients are in good agreement with
the DSMC results at both altitudes, and the K-S and F-M modelsagree better with the DSMC than the Kavanau model
for Ch. In the downstream region, the K-S and F-M models predict lower heat transfer rates than the Kavanau model
and the influence of a hot-temperature shock is lower, and therefore, it is suitable to sample micron-size dust particles
in the rear region. Also, since the thermal decomposition effect is found to be negligibly small, the micron-size dust
particle sampling at these altitudes is feasible and the dust constituents may not be destroyed during the traveling
through the shock. It should be noted that heating and sublimation of dust particles in a capturing medium, such as
silica aerogel, need to be considered for the overall evaluation, and in our future work, the effect of an aerogel impact
and heating during a penetration of an aerogel is planned to be investigated by hypervelocity impact experiments.
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FIGURE 1. Geometry of Mars entry vehicle.
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FIGURE 2. Flow regions of gas dynamics and a flow region for
the Mars dust sample collection.

FIGURE 3. Particle temperature change using the Mars atmo-
sphere entry flow field at 35 km with thermal decomposition.

FIGURE 4. Particle (1-µm) temperature change from three dif-
ferent initial locations (r = 0, 30 and 50 cm) using the Mars at-
mosphere entry flow field at 35 km with thermal decomposition.

FIGURE 5. Particle temperature change using the Mars atmo-
sphere entry flow field at 45 km with thermal decomposition.


